
Regulators and program makers are at
odds over whether small children should be
banned from watching television or using
tablets and smartphones. France urges par-
ents not to allow children under three to
watch TV, and American pediatricians also
favor a total ban on screen time until at
least 18 months.

Carole Bienaime-Besse, who sits on
France’s TV regulator, the CSA, claimed
Sunday that overexposing babies and
smal l  chi ldren to digital  devices has
become a “public health issue”. “People
are realizing that screens can cause addic-
tion even among very small children, and
in extreme cases autistic problems, what is
called virtual autism,” she said. “Silicon
Valley also knows this. There are lots of
educational apps for babies, but in the end
the results  are counterproductive,”
Bienaime-Besse said.

Studies show that “children over-
exposed to them are the ones who find it
hardest at school,” she said. France banned
its broadcasters from targeting under-
threes in 2008, and blocked Fox-owned
BabyTV from launching there. But some
program makers insist that bans do not
work, especially with so many parents
using television and devices to “babysit”
their children.

‘Digital Wild, Wild West’ 
“It is admirable, but probably unrealis-

tic” to try to keep small children away from
screens, said Alice Webb, who heads the
BBC’s children’s arm, CBBC, and the
CBeebies network for pre-school children.
“Those times are long gone. Digital is
everywhere. This is a tide you cannot get
ahead of,” she told top TV executives
Sunday at the MIPJunior gathering at
Cannes on the French Riviera. 

That said, the British public broadcaster
is so worried about the digital “Wild, Wild
West” children are growing up in that it is
holding a global summit in December to try
to put heads together on how they might be
better served and protected. “We need to
have this conversation now because we
don’t want to be saying to ourselves in 10
years time, ‘What did we do to our chil-
dren?’” Webb told AFP. She said the BBC
aimed CBeebies at children from two
upwards, “but we know children younger
than that are watching. So we have to be
realistic about this, and bear those children
in mind” knowing that the TV or a tablet
may be their “babysitter”.

“We have games and apps that are
about helping children develop the cogni-
tive skills that a two-year-old needs. This is
about learning on screen and in the real
world at the same time, it is not an either or
and it ’s al l  about moderation,” Webb
argued.

Social media giants in denial 
For older children, Webb said it was

“impossible to think we can control what
goes online”. She said the only answer was
to “teach children what is and is not for
them... how to develop critical thinking and
how to cope when they see things they
don’t want.” She said the BBC is setting up

a new online resource called “Own It” to
help children deal with the dangers and
challenges of social media.

While Instagram, Twitter and Facebook
claim that only teenagers over 13 are
allowed onto their networks, Webb said
that in the UK 75 percent of 10-year-olds
and above are on social media. Despite
what the social media giants say, “statis-
tics suggest otherwise and they are find-
ing it harder to stand behind that line,”
Webb said.

Bienaime-Besse said regulators need
stronger powers so they can act against
inappropriate online content in the same
way as they do with traditional broadcast-
ers. “I think it is absurd that the likes of

Facebook and Twitter are not regulated like
other content suppliers.” And she was
skeptical that the industry would regulate
itself when it came to younger children.
However, “if you go to Silicon Valley, all the
big tech executives send their children to
Montessori schools without screens and
just blackboards.

“And Steve Jobs of Apple did not allow
his children to use an iPad.” Bienaime-Bess
said parents had to wake up to “what we
are holding in our hands. A child who can-
not defend themselves should be protected
from the harm that these very useful tools
can bring. “Kids should become masters of
technology by learning coding” rather than
being slaves to it, she said. — AFP 

Israeli archaeologists yesterday announced the discovery
of the first known Roman-era theater in Jerusalem’s Old
City, a unique structure around 1,800 years old that abuts
the Western Wall and may have been built during Roman
Emperor Hadrian’s reign.

The edifice’s elegant masonry was found during exca-
vations carried out in the past two years below the
Western Wall tunnels, a warren of ancient subterranean
passageways running alongside a contested Jerusalem
holy site built by King Herod in the first century BC. The
excavations plunged over 6 meters below ground, expos-
ing eight previously uncovered courses of the Temple
Mount’s western retaining wall.

Jews consider the Temple Mount the holiest site on
earth, while Muslims refer to the walled compound as the
Noble Sanctuary and consider it the third holiest after
Mecca and Medina. It was the site of two Jewish temples
in antiquity - the second renovated and expanded by
Herod - and today is home to the Al-Aqsa Mosque and
Dome of the Rock. Joe Uziel, an Israel Antiquities
Authority archaeologist heading the dig, said that the
theater-like structure is believed to date to the second or
third centuries - the period after Rome razed the city in
70 and the Emperor Hadrian rebuilt it in the mid-second
century as a Roman colony, Aelia Capitolina. Ancient his-
torical accounts mentioned the presence of theaters in
Roman-era Jerusalem, but until now archaeologists had
not found any of the structures.

A venue for performances 
Uziel speculates that the unfinished semi-circular

theater may have been intended to serve as a small
odeon, a venue for musical or theatric performances, or
a bouleuterion, a place of assembly for the colony’s
municipal officials. It was relatively small, and might
have been designed to seat around 200 people. The
excavations have exposed the first row of seats, orches-
tra area, and part of the stage. Wilson’s Arch, part of a
monumental causeway leading into the temple that soars
above the theater, may have been employed for its
acoustic properties.

“One of the amazing things is that because we’re
beneath an arch, they would have had the arch to use as
their roof,” Uziel said. What remains unanswered is why
the building wasn’t finished. “After putting in all this effort
of building such a grandiose building, what would cause
them to stop,” Uziel wondered and suggested that the

outbreak of the second Jewish revolt against Rome, from
132-135, could have halted construction and left the the-
ater unfinished.

Zeev Weiss, a Roman archaeologist at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem who wasn’t involved in the exca-
vation, said the discovery of such a central civic building

was “a great find.” Most of the major public structures
from Roman Jerusalem - the large theater, forum, basilica
and bathhouse - remain undiscovered.

“Hopefully one day those will be found as well,” Weiss
said. Uziel hopes further excavation of the theater will
better inform scholars about daily life in Roman Jerusalem

in the decades after Jerusalem and its temple were razed.
“I believe that this is one of the indications that also dur-
ing that period between the Second Temple and between
the rise of Christianity, Jerusalem was also an important
Roman colony, not just a wasteland, no-man’s land where
the legion sat around,” he said. — AP 
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Roman theater uncovered
at base of Western Wall

Israel’s Antiquities Authority’s Joe Uziel stands in an ancient Roman theater-like structure in the Western
Wall tunnels in Jerusalem’s old city. — AP 

Thomas the Tank Engine is set to chug into
a whole new age of diversity in its next
series with steam engine characters from
Africa, India, China and Australia. The
much-loved children’s television series
based on the books of English vicar
Reverend Wilbert Awdry will come out of
the Tidmouth Sheds late next year almost
gender balanced, with two new female
steam engines, Rebecca and Nia from
Kenya.

Makers Mattel said the new “Steam
Team” will have three girls and four boys
alongside Thomas, replacing the previous
crew which had only one girl. “Henry and
Edward will move out to live in other parts
of Sodor,” Mattel said as the new series
was launched at the MIPJunior television
industry gathering in Cannes, which ended
late Sunday.

Christopher Keenan, of Mattel
Creations, said Thomas will leave the fic-
tional island of Sodor in the Irish Sea for
the first time to “experience new cultures
and countries, including China, India and
Australia.” Along the way he will make new
friends-Ashima from India, Yong Bao from
China and Shane from Australia. Keenan
said the major overhaul had come after
research involving hundreds of parents and
children.

But he insisted the new girl-friendly
series “maintains all the core values and
attributes that has kept ‘Thomas & Friends’
on track for over 70 years, but it broadens
Thomas’ world to reflect the global com-
munity in which we all live.” Keenan later
told a MIPJunior debate on diversity that
“children’s entertainment has an enormous
responsibility to lead the way. We are talk-
ing about the global citizens of tomorrow. I
think it is important for us to boldly go
where no toy company has ever gone
before.” 

Despite the fact that Thomas is a steam
engine, the new shows will also have story-
lines which will help pre-school children
understand the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals. Another innovation is
that Thomas will break the so-called
“fourth wall”-the imaginary barrier
between the actors and audience-by
directly addressing his young fans. — AFP 
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This file photo taken on April 20, 2013 shows a child using a
smartphone at Caulfield Racetrack in Melbourne. — AFP 

As if by magic, the Hogwarts Express has come to the res-
cue of a stranded family in Scotland. The train that took
Harry Potter to school was played onscreen by the Jacobite
steam train, which runs on a remote and scenic route
through the Scottish Highlands. On Friday, it made an
unscheduled stop to pick up a family of six that was strand-
ed when a storm washed away their canoe.

Jon Cluett, his wife and four children between the ages of
6 and 12 were staying in a lakeside hut on Loch Eilt when
they awoke to find their canoe was gone. Faced with walk-
ing several miles over boggy ground to get back to the fam-
ily car, Cluett called police to see if any form of rescue was
available. “The policeman said, ‘We’ve arranged for the next
train passing to stop for you, and you’re not going to
believe this but it’s the Hogwarts Express steam train. Your
kids are going to love it,’” Cluett said Sunday.

Cluett said his children, all Harry Potter fans, were “really
excited” by the adventure. “They know the Harry Potter
films and they know that are filmed in the Highlands,” he

said. “But they hadn’t put all of that together in their heads
until they saw the train.” Cluett, the pastor of a church in
Stirling, central Scotland, is hopeful someone will find his

canoe and give the story a perfect happy ending. “It’s got to
turn up at some point. The thing is 16-foot-long, red and
floats,” he said. — AP 
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In this photo taken on Friday, Oct 13, 2017, children run towards a train near Loch
Eilt in the Scottish Highlands. — AP 


